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1. [adverb] Government wants to root out all illegal downloads. People who illegal illegally 

download are no different to thieves. 

2. [article] Hong Kong is a an international city. Downloading from the Internet in a an illegal 

manner is very common and a an evil activity. A An effective method to stop people 

committing crime is the imprisonment. 

3. [be] The products are all very cheap and updated. Downloading them illegally should be 

punished by imprisonment. If youngsters are sent to prison, their future is destroyed. The 

young would be afraid of going to jail. They may be more willing to buy CDs than to 

download them. 

4. [choice] Some people think that imprisonment is more useful effective than fines. 

Imprisonment is unnecessary to carry root out illegal downloading. It spends takes a long 

time to catch these sinners criminals. People who steal things without permission are theft 

thieves. They conflict infringe the copyright of the authors. Companies put in a lot of effort 

to create a product but cannot get enough feedback income/revenue. 

5. [do] Is Does that mean the law is unable to deter illegal downloading? The result shows that 

education is does not work. Many people still do not accept downloading free from the 

Internet is a crime. 

6. [extra word] The illegal Illegal downloading becomes more serious in the Hong Kong. The 

people People who download want to obtain the information. 

7. [gerund] These young people have a future to wait waiting for them. Send Sending them to 

jail will destroy their future. Imprisonment will not deter people from to break breaking the 

law. Not respect respecting the right of other people does not deserve jail terms. 

8. [i.q.] They want to download the songs before they buy the CD and test is if that CD is really 

worth buying. 

9. [infinitive] I agree to punishing people who illegally download by imprisonment. The best 

way to do it should be to punish those people by imprisonment.  

10. [modal] We should giving give young people education. Imprisonment could made make 

people afraid. Young people would lost lose their self-confidence. 

11. [order] Nowadays, technology our life is full of our life technology. 

12. [passive] People who have been caught only need to pay a fine of $10,000. 

13. [preposition] They watch the movies through on the Internet. It is wrong to think that they 

are sharing to with their friends. They should pay for what they have done.  

14. [rewrite] Lot of people It must be difficult for lot of people to obtain information they need. 



15. [verb] The government tries to tougher toughen penalties for illegal downloading. I am 

against it, though these people just theft steal the creative work of the artists. If they 

continuous continue, companies will stop producing any more music. 


